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Abstract
Aim: Whole exome sequencing technology has permitted the discovery of genes that cause Mendelian disorders and was
used in clinical laboratories. However, identifying the disease causing variant(s) for a specific disorder from thousands
of variants is challenging. In this study, we describe the Cincinnati Clinical Exome Pipeline Analysis Suite (CCEPAS) that
utilizes a four-level framework into one analysis procedure that rapidly identify the most likely causative gene variants to
establish a clinical diagnosis.

Methods: We developed and validated CCEPAS using 100 clinical exome cases. We applied this pipeline to clinical
cases by first translating phenotypic information into candidate gene lists using Pheno2Gene. This list of candidate genes
was given to the VarEval algorithm to guide variant filtering and prioritization. Finally, a short list of filtered variants was
produced for clinical interpretation.
Results: We demonstrated the development and implementation of CCEPAS to aid in the variant prioritization and filtering
to produce a short list of candidate variants for clinical diagnosis. Its unique Pheno2Gene tool utilized an extensive list
of resources and provided an accurate, sensitive and specific way to obtain gene lists from clinical feature keywords. In
addition, VarEval narrowed down the variants from ~150,000 to the top 20 (trios) and top 50 (singleton) for further variant
curation and candidate determination.
© The Author(s) 2018. Open Access This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use,
sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, for any purpose, even commercially, as long
as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license,
and indicate if changes were made.
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Conclusion: Significantly, employment of CCEPAS rapidly provided causative variants in the top 20 and top 50 variants for
single and trio cases, respectively, thus, ending the diagnostic odyssey in more than 30% of our clinical exome cases.

Keywords: Exome, sequencing, bioinformatics, pipeline, ranking, weighing

INTRODUCTION

Identification of genes, and their corresponding mutations, responsible for rare monogenic disorders in
humans, needs further attention since such discoveries continuously shed light on disease mechanisms[1-5].
Recent advances in exome sequencing technologies have allowed the discovery of genes that cause Mendelian
disorders in a more comprehensive way by scanning the protein coding exome sequence space[6,7]. The
utility of whole exome sequencing (WES) to identify variants causative of Mendelian disorders has been
clearly demonstrated in identifying novel candidate genes for numerous genetic disorders[2,8-14]. However,
identifying the causal mutation(s) for a specific Mendelian disorder from thousands of variants is a difficult
undertaking[15]. Thus, the analysis is laborious, challenging, and costly even though the price of exome
sequencing has continued to decline dramatically[16].
Variant filtering strategies based on statistical genetics, predicted degree of deleteriousness and
comprehensive annotation have been employed to narrow down the list of candidate variants. For example,
statistical genetics methods which prioritize genomic regions based on identity-by-decent polymorphisms
and/or genetic linkage co-segregation include BEAGLE, GERMLINE, PLINK IBD and MERLIN[17-19].
Alternative methods focus on deleterious predictions of a non-synonymous single nucleotide variant in a
protein-coding gene by using computational algorithms based on amino acid physicochemical properties,
protein structure and cross-species conservation, namely, SIFT, Polyphen2, LRT, Grantham scale, Mutation
Taster and PhyloP[20-26]. The third type of analysis approach, utilized by SeattleSeq, ANNOVAR and Alamut,
comprehensively annotates variants using information from bioinformatics resources which are then used to
prioritize variants[27]. Typically, functional information is found scattered across various tools and resources
and may include inconsistent functional site predictions, making it challenging to get a list of candidate
genes and their respective variants for follow-up experimental validation[24]. Furthermore, other important
resources have yet to be incorporated into existing methods such as biological pathways and peer-reviewed
literature.
Currently, clinical exome analysis groups have reported various filtering strategies. To identify the causative
gene variant(s), the filtering algorithms for exome analysis pipelines are based on population and molecular
genetic principles, namely, minor allele frequency (MAF) from public databases, examination of coding
regions ± 2 bp, alterations present in the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) and/or Human
Gene Mutation Database (HGMD), inheritance modeling or co-segregation, in silico predictions, and
phenotypic overlap among the proband and reported patients[28-30]. After the application of these filters, there
are still 300-700 variants that need to be examined, thus, a ranking system that allows for the most likely
causative gene variant to appear at the top of the list will aid the process with potential of data analysis
time. Furthermore, genes that overlap with the clinical features are essential for exome analysis. Current
clinical laboratories have reported the utilization of OMIM, HGMD and Human Phenotype Ontology
(HPO) to provide the phenotype to genotype associations[28,31]. These searches may miss certain gene to
phenotype associations due to the lack of frequent updates, synonymous word challenges and the lack of
comprehensive search engines. However, new computational algorithms are necessary to be developed to
address these challenges[32]. Recently, a number of algorithms that associate a specific phenotype to genes
have started to emerge, namely, PHIVE, PhenIX, hiPHIVE, ENDEAVOUR, Phenolyzer, Ingenuity Variant
Analysis (Ingenuity) and phenomizer. However, these tools focus on gene association and ranking based
on protein-protein interaction networking, cross-species phenotype comparison and HPO terms, and not a
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comprehensive set of phenotype resources such as the inclusion of the Gene testing Registry (GTR) database
and in-house gene-phenotype manual curation, and a few use variant ranking without variant classification.
In addition, a validation of these tools has not been performed with clinical samples for use in CLIA or CAPaccredited laboratories.
In this article, we present a clinical exome analysis pipeline, Cincinnati Clinical Exome Pipeline Analysis
Suite (CCEPAS), that utilizes a four-level framework that applies a comprehensive in-house phenotypegenotype association tool, Pheno2Gene, in conjunction with a unique gene and variant weighing, filtering
and ranking algorithm, VarEval, into one analysis procedure that rapidly places the most likely causative
gene variant in the top 20 (trio cases) and top 50 (singleton cases). We validated the performance of
Pheno2Gene alone by examining 10 well-known genetic syndromes and compared it to gene lists generated
by Phenomizer and Ingenuity, two commonly phenotyping tools. Moreover, we validated Pheno2Gene
along with VarEval by analyzing 100 clinical exome cases to identify causal mutations of Mendelian
disorders.

METHODS

Clinical samples

One hundred pediatric patients referred for exome sequencing have had the analysis and results disclosure
completed. The patients in this cohort had diverse clinical features. Before referral, all patients had undergone
extensive diagnostic evaluations that did not lead to a unifying diagnosis. Consent for clinical WES and
the internal review board (IRB) approval was obtained at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
(CCHMC) for this study.
WES and Sanger confirmation

WES and analysis protocols were developed and validated by the CCHMC molecular genetics laboratory of
the Division of Human Genetics as previously described[33].
Data analysis and variant prioritization

General pipeline description
To aid in the clinical interpretation of variants, data were analyzed and annotated by the clinical analysis
pipeline named CCEPAS (Cincinnati Clinical Exome Pipeline Analysis Suite). The pipeline is based on four
principles: (1) phenotype-genotype correlations, (2) genetic inheritance models and disease segregation, (3)
gene/variant functional effects and (4) database knowledge-based evidence [Figure 1]. Briefly, CEPPAS began
with the output data from the Illumina HiSeq 2500 that were converted from bcl files to FastQ files using
CASAVA (V1.8) and mapped to the reference human genome (hg19) with the BWA (V0.5.9). Variant calls
were obtained using GATK (V7.7.4) and annotated with Alamut HT (V1.1.8).
Phenotyping stage
Pheno2Gene, an in-house developed tool, was utilized to obtain phenotype-genotype correlations by
permitting phenotype keywords to be entered, dynamically searching and displaying results from databases
that match those keywords [Figure 2]. Users entered phenotype keywords and once a phenotype or disorder
was selected the tool allowed for the gene list to be downloaded as a text file. This text file was for gene and
variant prioritization using the variant evaluator (VarEval) algorithm. Pheno2Gene utilized HPO, OMIM,
GTR, ORPHANET and in-house manual curations as the main sources of information. In this way the
phenotypes were merged with their synonymous equivalents from data sources. A second web-based system
was built to allow users to add manual curations in the form of new gene to phenotype associations that were
found in the primary literature and not in other databases.
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Cincinnati clinical exome pipeline analysis suite

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the Cincinnati Clinical Exome Pipeline Analysis Suite (CCEPAS). The analysis consisted of four stages,
namely, phenotyping, genetic, gene/variant (filtering-in and ranking) and knowledge. At the phenotyping stage, cases were reviewed
and Pheno2gene was utilized to obtain a gene list based clinical feature keywords. VarEval, an algorithm based on weighing, filtering and
scoring, performed the genetic and gene/variants stages. The knowledge based analysis was a manual curation of genes that confirmed the
phenotype-genotype correlations and assessment of the pathogenicity of variants, after which variants were classified into five categories.
Then, the variants were examined by molecular geneticist and clinician, variants were sent for Sanger confirmation and a report was drafted

Genetic stage
At this stage, analysis was restricted to coding sequences ± 5 bp of intron/exon boundaries. In addition,
inheritance modeling (AD, AR, XL, UPD for trios, but not for singleton cases) of the variants was performed
by VarEval. These models served as guides for the potential inheritance of discovered variants.
Gene/variant stage
At the variant stage, VarEval filtered-in variants on the basis of low frequency found in public databases
(dbSNP and ESP database frequencies ≤ 1% or absent) and internal normal control database (frequency ≤ 5%)
as well as variant type (inclusion of nonsynonymous and synonymous at exon junctions). VarEval weighed
and ranked variants based on low frequency (≤ 1% in public databases: dbSNP, ESP, 1000 genomes and ExAC
databases), coding effect (frameshift, nonsense and start/stop loss), pathogenicity predictions (Grantham
scale, SIFT and MAPP), presence in protein domain, existence in mutation (HGMD “DM” and “DM?”) and
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Figure 2. Diagram depicting the resources that Pheno2Gene, a gene list generated based on clinical feature utilized OMIM, HPO and
others. OMIM: Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man; HPO: Human Phenotype Ontology; GTR: Gene testing Registry

clinical (ClinVar “pathogenic”) variant databases. In general, the algorithm used can be described in general
terms as follows[34]:
n
Si = ∑ j=1
wj xj

					
where si is the “combined score” of variant i, wj is the weight given to prediction algorithm j, and xj is the
score of the prediction algorithm j for variant i. Similarly, this equation was applied to the gene weights.
At the gene stage, weight was applied to genes identified by Pheno2Gene, categorizing them into phenotype
overlapping and non-OMIM genes. The top variants were examined to ensure that all criteria were met.
Knowledge stage
The top variants became the top candidates for which an OMIM record review was completed to assess
the strength of the genotype-phenotype correlation. In the next step, variants that made it through were
assessed in-depth by pathway analysis, HGMD, ClinVar, PUBMED and GOOGLE searches. Variants were
classified according to the American College of Medical genetics (ACMG) guidelines into five categories;
pathogenic, likely pathogenic, variant of unknown clinical significance (VUCS), likely benign or benign.
Secondary findings were reported only if they met the criteria of being likely pathogenic or pathogenic
variants and the proband/families opted to receive the secondary findings. At the final stage, clinical exome
sequencing data interpretation was performed by a team represented by molecular and clinical geneticists,
pediatric subspecialists and genetic counselors.

RESULTS

Cohort description

One hundred pediatric patients referred for exome sequencing were analyzed using the Cincinnati Clinical
Exome Pipeline Analysis Suite (CCEPAS; Figure 1). The patients in this cohort had diverse array of clinical
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features including immunodeficiency, neurological disorders and multiple congenital anomalies. There were
32 positive cases, including 9 singletons and 23 trios, from a total of 100 consecutive cases.
Quality metrics

The quality control/quality assurance parameters were measured. The QC/QA acceptable average coverage
was > 100× and the percent coverage was > 95% at 10×. The mean average coverage for the 100 case cohort
was 114.60×. In addition, the mean percent coverage at 10× and 20× was 97.01% and 95.37%, respectively.
CCEPAS

Phenotyping stage
Variants were analyzed and interpreted by CCEPAS using a weighing and ranking system based on
phenotype-genotype correlations, genetic principles, gene/variant deleteriousness and database knowledgebased evidence [Figure 1]. Pheno2Gene was based on HPO, OMIM, GTR, ORPHANET and in-house
manual curations, as the sources of information phenotype-genotype correlations [Figure 2]. Users entered
phenotype keywords and once a phenotype or disorder was selected the tool allowed for the gene list to be
downloaded as a text file. This text file was used for gene prioritization by VarEval.
Before implementation, a Pheno2Gene validation was performed: the accuracy, specificity and sensitivity
of 10 known disorders, namely, Fanconi anemia, CHARGE syndrome, Sotos syndrome, Smith-LemliOpitz syndrome, Wilson disease, medium-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency, Joubert syndrome,
Osteogenesis imperfecta, Marfan syndrome and Rett syndrome. To test Pheno2Gene, ten representative
genetic syndromes with diverse clinical features and disorder prevalence with well-defined causative genes
were selected to see whether the correct gene lists were provided. Specifically, the disorders were binned
into 3 categories: rare (< 1/50,000), fairly common (1/20,000-1/50,000) and common (> 1/20,000) [Figure 3].
In addition, the features of the selected syndrome and included hematological (1 syndrome), connective
tissue/skeletal (2 syndromes), neurological (2 syndromes), multiple congenital defects (2 syndromes)
and metabolic clinical features (2 syndromes). For each syndrome (phenotype-genotype correlation), we
compared the Pheno2Gene gene list output to other popular phenotype-genotype correlational software
options, namely, Phenomizer and Ingenuity (Qiagen). The Pheno2Gene accuracy was similar to that of
Phenomizer and Ingenuity software [Figure 3]. However, the sensitivity of Pheno2Gene was significantly
higher than Phenomizer, but the same as Ingenuity. Notably, Pheno2Gene outperformed Phenomizer and
Ingenuity on specificity.
Genetic stage and variant stage filtering
At this genetic stage, VarEval filtered-in variants in coding sequences ± 5 bp of intron/exon boundaries
(exome region of interest) that were greater than 10X coverage, and fitted variants into inheritance models.
VarEval then filtered-in non-synonymous and filtered out variants in pseudogenes, non-HGMD at MAF
> 1% ESP and HGMD at MAF > 5%. In addition to filtering, VarEval weighed genes, based on the match
to phenotype keywords and variant pathogenicity parameters: ≤ 1% in public databases, namely, dbSNP,
ESP, 1000 genomes and ExAC databases, coding effect (frameshift, nonsense and missense), pathogenicity
predictions (Grantham scale, SIFT and MAPP), presence in protein domain, existence in mutation (HGMD
“DM” and “DM?”) and clinical (ClinVar “pathogenic”) variant databases. For example, a mutation in PAX1
was found rapidly in a clinical case by applying the VarEval algorithm in combination with the utilization
of the Pheno2Gene tool [Figure 4A]. Specifically, prior to VarEval there were 153,376 variants, however,
the variant number rapidly dropped to 1027 after performing VarEval filtering and to the top variant
by weighing and ranking. This example demonstrated the utility of VarEval and Pheno2Gene to rapidly
prioritize potential candidate gene variants. Generally, on average prior to VarEval clinical exome cases
had approximately 150,000 variants and 500 variants post-VarEval filtering [Figure 4B and C].
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A

B

Figure 3. Pheno2Gene validation summary. (A) The validation consisted of using 10 well known syndromes, that are rare to ultra rare with
a variety of clinical features; (B) the validation parameters demonstrated that Pheno2Gene is as accurate as Phenomizer and Ingenuity,
but it is more sensitive and specific. MCAD: medium-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase

In addition to filtering, VarEval weighed genes based upon their overlap with gene lists produced by
Pheno2Gene, that represented the clinical features of the clinical case. VarEval also weighed variants based
on population frequency, computed pathogenicity characteristics, and presence in mutation databases
such as ClinVar and HGMD. To demonstrate the effect of filtering and weighing, we ranked the causative
variants of 100 clinical exome cases and divided them by inheritance mode. In autosomal dominant cases,
the causative variant was found in the top 1, top 10, top 20 and top 50 for 70%, 90%, 100% and 100% of the
cases, respectively. Similarly, for autosomal recessive cases, the two causative variants were found in the top
1 and top 20 for 50% and 100% of the cases. Compared to this ranking, X-linked cases were always found to
have the causative variants as the top hit. In contrast to trio exome cases, singleton (proband only) cases had
a slight reduction of variants in the top 1 (50%), top 10 (70%) and top 20 (70%). For case 7 as an example, the
filtering process narrowed down the variants to 1027 and when the gene and variant weights were accounted
for, the causative PAX1 variant moved to the 17th position [Figure 4A]. However, it occupied the 1st position
of the homozygous inheritance model. Generally, the causative variants were found in the top 50 list for
all cases. This example demonstrates the utility of VarEval and Pheno2Gene to rapidly prioritize potential
candidate gene variants from thousands of variants to the causative one(s).
Knowledge stage
The filtered variants became top candidates following an OMIM record review based on phenotype. The
variants that made it through were assessed in-depth by pathway analysis, HGMD, ClinVar, PUBMED and
GOOGLE searches and were classified into five categories: pathogenic, likely pathogenic, VUCS, likely benign
or benign. In line with our previous publication, approximately 50% of the likely pathogenic or pathogenic
variants have not been previously reported[33]. In contrast, a significant number of reported variants in our
exome cases were only recently known by disease-gene discoveries.
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B

C

Figure 4. A description of the function of VarEval, an algorithm based on weighing, filtering and ranking genes and variants. (A) A case example of VarEval
decreasing the number of variants by filtering (150,000 to 1027 variants) and ranking steps (the 17th position to the 1st position in the homozygous
model); (B) prior to filtering, in general, cases had 150,000 variants and (C) this went down to about 500 after VarEval filtering was applied

DISCUSSION

In the present study, we report an exome analysis pipeline (Cincinnati Children’s Exome Pipeline Suite;
CCEPAS) that applied four principles, namely: (1) phenotyping, (2) genetic, (3) gene/variant effects and
(4) knowledge-based support, to identify the causative gene variants in 100 clinical cases with diverse
phenotypic features [Figure 1]. This pipeline was validated for clinical use and demonstrated to solve more
than 30% of cases that were referred for clinical exome testing, mainly trios, which is consistent with other
clinical trio-based exome reports[28,29,31,33]. However, this diagnostic yield was closer to 25% when only
probands were analyzed[29,30,31,35]. Phenotyping is an important aspect of the any exome pipeline because
it links key phenotypic features with corresponding genes. At the initial steps of development, we utilized
Phenomizer and Ingenuity for the phenotype to gene correspondence. However, several limitations were
observed such as the large number of genes given as an output by Phenomizer per keyword. It was difficult
to decipher what the gene cutoff of clinical relevance was for each keyword. Similarly, Ingenuity being a
closed source commercial software did not allow us to understand how the phenotype to gene relationships
were being made for the clinical validation. These unknowns may be fine for research purposes, but less
so for a clinical laboratory service. Thus, we decided to develop a phenotype tool with known information
resources (HPO, OMIM, GTR, Orphanet and in-house curations), Pheno2Gene [Figure 2]. To assess the
performance of Pheno2Gene, we performed a validation comparison between Pheno2Gene, Ingenuity and
Phenomizer utilizing keywords and genes from 10 genetic, rare to ultrarare, disorders with a wide range
of clinical features [Figure 3A]. Pheno2Gene’s accuracy, 94.8%, was identical to Phenomizer and Ingenuity
[Figure 3A]. However, Pheno2Gene outperformed Phenomizer and Ingenuity in terms of specificity and only
Phenomizer in terms of sensitivity. Other reports on clinical exome analysis took into account phenotypebased analysis, however, they only utilized OMIM and HGMD[28,31]. OMIM clinical feature searches can be
non-specific with a large number of pages as an output for each keyword, while HGMD phenotype searches
miss a number of known and recent phenotype-gene associations. Another group reported using the human
phenotype ontology (HPO) and OMIM to make the phenotype to gene associations[29]. Pheno2Gene is a
comprehensive tool that has 5 resources (HPO, OMIM, Orphanet, in-house curations and GTR) for obtaining
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Figure 5. Identification of causative gene variants by Pheno2Gene in conjunction with VarEval in100 clinical exome cases. Importantly,
the causative variants were found in the top 20 for autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive and X-linked disorders for 100% of the
cases. Moreover, for singleton cases all causative variants were in the top 50 variants for 100% of cases

gene lists from clinical features that are frequently updated from resource databases, thus, providing the
latest phenotype to gene relationships.
The gene/variant weighing, filtering and ranking stages of the analysis process have been consolidated
by one algorithm, named VarEval [Figures 1, 4 and 5]. VarEval used three strategies, namely, weighing
(genes and variants), filtering (variants), and ranking (genes and variants), to identify causative gene
variants, whereby weighing and ranking are powerful features of VarEval. VarEval weighed variants by the
pathogenicity assessment and genes by their association to phenotype. In addition, VarEval filtering along
with the aforementioned features rapidly decreased the number of variants from ~150,000 to roughly ~500
[Figure 4]. The third component utilized a ranking approach, whereby, the gene ranking was performed
first, most phenotypes matching to the top, and within the gene, variants were sorted by decreasing order
of pathogenicity. Thus, the outcome of this ranking approach permitted the phenotypically matching genes
with deleterious variants to be, in general, within the top 50 variants for both trio and singleton cases
[Figures 4A and 5]. In fact, for autosomal dominant cases, 70% of gene variants that explained the phenotype
of case were, indeed, the top 1 variant, and 90% of cases had the causative gene variants in the top 10 variants.
This approach, of utilizing Pheno2Gene and VarEval, was validated with 100 clinical exome cases [Figure 5,
Supplemental Table 1]. Due to the nature of the weighing, filtering and ranking, CCEPAS also has been used
in STAT exome cases. In the future, CCEPAS may be applied to whole genome sequencing analysis, where
the gene and variant weighing, filtering and ranking will guide the analysis towards the most important
variants to review from millions of variants.
Compared to CCEPAS, previous clinical exome analysis pipelines have demonstrated similarities and
differences. Farwell et al.[28] described filtering by MAF < 1% (ESP and 1000G), nonsynonymous changes,
splicing site alterations, inheritance modeling in a trio setting and included genes in HGMD and OMIM
with phenotypic overlap similar to CCEPAS [Figure 1]. Similarly, Retterer et al.[29] reported filtering by < 1%,
but only from 1000 Genomes project unlike CCEPAS which includes ESP. In addition, Retterer et al.[29] reported
doing inheritance modeling, examined genes that overlapped with the primary phenotype as well as variants
listed in HGMD, examined mutation categories, and classified variants into 4 categories (category 1: positive
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case, mutations or variant likely mutations in disease genes associated with the reported phenotype;
category 2: VUS case, variants in genes possibly associated with the reported phenotype or variants
of unknown significance in disease genes associated with the phenotype; category 3: candidate gene
case, candidate genes with a potential relationship to a disease phenotype; category 4: negative case,
no variants in genes associated with the reported phenotype were found). In contrast to Retterer’s
category approach, CCEPAS analysts examined all variants produced by the algorithm and variant
classification was performed on a per variant basis due to the subjective nature of phenotype-genotype
and variant pathogenicity correlations. Yang et al.[30] devised a different approach than CCEPAS and
used 1000G and ESP inclusion frequency of < 1%, but also examine HGMD and non-HGMD variants
(i.e. affecting protein coding or RNA splicing) with inclusion ESP frequency inclusion of < 5% for HGMD
and < 1% for non-HGMD.
In summary, we demonstrated the development, validation and implementation of CCEPAS, an exome
analysis pipeline that utilized Pheno2Gene in conjunction with VarEval. Its unique Pheno2Gene tool utilized
an extensive list of resources, provided an accurate, sensitive and specific way to obtain gene lists from
clinical features. Also, the combination of weighing, filtering and ranking by VarEval reduced the list of
variants to be analyzed from ~150,000 down to the top 20 (trios) and top 50 (singleton) a relatively easy and
speedy process for finding the genetic cause that has eluded patients for years, thus, ending the diagnostic
odyssey.
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